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ORDER

Sub: Installation of transformer Sub Station required
For release of new connection(s) shifting of various
categories of connection.

In accordance with the erstwhile Board's Orders No.904
dt.04-05-70, No.2315 dt.12-0S-70 and No.38S dt.08-02-77, the provisions
were existing for allowing shifting of connection (other than agriculture
category), and entire cost of augmentation was to be recovered from the
consumers. Doubts have been raised by various officers of different Wings
as to whether the same orders are still applicable or not in case of shifting of
various categories of connections, as these orders are quite old and
thereafter much changes have been made in procedure of release of a new
connection.
The matter was examined and felt that these circulars have
lost their sanctity, with passage of time as drastic changes have been made
in the policy for release of new connections with provisions of giving
supply on 11KV or higher voltage for connected load above 50
KW/demand more than SO KVA. But for consumers having connected
load upto 50 KW/demand less than SOKVA, the supply is giving on LT and
as such the consumer is not required to install his own transformer substation. Moreover, the provisions have also been made for recovering
transformer back-up charges from applicants (other than Domestic &
Agriculture) for release of new connection as well as extension in connected
load. It obviously means that till the connected load/contract demand does
not exceed 50 KW/SO KVA respectively, the cost of transformer SubStation shall invariably be borne by the Discom.
In view of the above, it is hereby clarified that in case of
release of new connection(s)/shifting of connection(s) under Domestic.
Non domestic, Mixed load and Industrial categories if the connected.
load/contract demand is below SOKW/SOKVA as the case may be, the new
transformer sub station shall be installed (if required) at Discom's cost, but
the cost of extension of line if any, shall be borne by the consumer(s).
However, before sanctioning installation of a new transformer sub station,
the sanctioning authority shall satisfy himself about the future load growth
if initially the prospective consumer(s) is/are only one or two.
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